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Lippincott Q&A For NCLEX-RN is the leading Q&A book for the NCLEX-RN exam.Â  The new

edition contains 6,000 NCLEX questions (more than any other NCLEX book) with answers and

rationales for correct and incorrect answers - the perfect tool to help students study and prepare.

The questions are of the highest quality--application level and higher.Â  This book contains all of the

latest alternate format questions and is the only book updated to the latest NCLEX test plan. Study

strategies are included with an emphasis on helping at-risk students.Â  In addition, there is a

CD-ROM containing questions that allow students to practice test-taking skills in both a study and

review mode, as well as student and instructor resources on the Point. There is the option to

package this title with Lippincott&#39;s NCLEX-RN 10,000 Powered by PrepU, a powerful adaptive

learning system geared to help students prepare for the NCLEX. These 2 products together offer

students the perfect practice for the NCLEX-RN exam.Â 
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As a buyer of this review book, i strongly advise new graduates to purchase this book. A little history

about my NCLEx journey... My first try i did not pass nclex. I took kaplan as my review class and to

be honest, kaplan did not help me at all. All i got from kaplan was how to answer questions. I did

meet kaplan's quota, to achieve scores pass 60 percent but the thing i felt that i lacked in was

knowing the content. Went into the exam and booom didnt know one thing. My first attempt at the



nclex and the preparation that followed was doing straight kaplan questions and no reading.

Instructors at kaplan advised to keep doing questions, which i did and long stry short i failed the

board. I am not bringing kaplan down or anything, i had a great instructor for my review classes but

to be honest it just didnt work. I gave myself 1 month break from studying and prepared 6-7months

for the next exam. My second attempt, i passed! Now heres my advice and studying strategies i

would love to share to you all. first of all i am a note taker, i love taking notes and using highlighters

and different colored pens. If you are the same way, use them! I didnt do any of that during my first

sit down study sessions before my first attempt. Next! I strongly advise you to purchase this book as

well as the saunders book, the Q and A book, the color is blue. With this book, lippincott, it had

many challenging questions but it was great challenging questions. I have to say i saw many

questions that were similar in lipincott that sort of mirrored nclex questions, not verbatim but rather

similar like i had that "oh okay i know where you are going with this question" type of feel. After

reviewing this book go to the saunders book and start doing questions from there, the questions in

saunder are super easy and it is great to do after having a go with lipincott for awhile. My thing there

was that some days i would get a handful of questions wrong from lipincott and it pissed me so

much that when i switched over to saunders it made me feel happy because they were easy. It just

compensated that pissy feeling that lippincott gave me and saunders just eased them away lol.

Lipincott is great because it breaks down sections in nursing for you to review. There is peds and

sub sections of peds conditions. Medsurge (respiratory, GI, HTN, etc all in sub sections), altered

(schizo, bipolar questions etc) you get the picture. It was very organized to me and help me keep a

great system for me to study.Last and final thoughts:my study tips1. Purchase a big fat notebook

with many sections/dividers2. With each first page of each divider make a heading and label each

first page with subjects we studied throughout the course of our nursing school journey. Ie: first

page would be about medications. Next page would be medications of HTN etc. NExt, turn to a new

divider and label it med surge, and under medsurge list conditions like electrolytes, blood conditions

and take important notes on each sub heading. Do the rest for altered and maternity ect ect. If you

have kaplan review book use it as a guide to your note taking. I did that.3. Purchase alot of

highlighters and pens of different kinds. They will help you distinguish your notes and make the flow

of reading easier4. Practice questions! I personally did 60 questions in lipincott and 30 in saunders

each day. With lipincott there are many many many questions/pages my advice is to do questions

separately in each section. For example do 10 questions on respiration, then 10 questions on

maternity hypertension, then ten questions on GI conditions. That way you have variety in the

questions you practice.5. Review what you wrote in your notes. Read over what you wrote! I read



somewhere if you write something and read it later, you will retain it. Very important. BTW i used my

kaplan review book as a guide to my note taking so if you have one use it and read everything. Dont

just write stuff down and not look at it anymore, you need to read it again, and again , and again.6.

Take breaks, go to the gym, play games on your phones. DONT TAKE more than two hours to

study, rest your brain. Eat healthy stay active7. rEpeat!! Do this process again, i studied 5 days a

week and took sat and sun off8. BELIEVE! When it comes to x number of days till exam day just

read your notebook over and over and over, this time that notebook is filllled with information! Also

during the final days of your exam lipincott has the luxary for you to do 6 comprehensive exams. DO

ALL Of them.You guys can do it. Lipincott is an amazing book, purchase it and you will defffffffffinitly

pass! My second attempt at nclex, each and every question i knew what they were talking about,

with each condition wether it was in the question or the answers i knew what it was. There was

nothing in the second exam i did not know. You guys can feel the same way too.

The must have book to pass your NCLEX. I regretted I didn't purchase and don't know about this

book. I took my first NCLEX and failed with 265q. For my first NCLEX i did saunders

questions.Saunders questions were way to easy not close to actual NCLEX. After that during my

preparation to retake my NCLEX. I searched for another NCLEX books and I found this. I read the

review from  and got a good review so why don't give it a shot. The questions are high level

questions which are the questions that you want to practice to keep you in passing level. Love this

book. It helped me to think critically which is crucial to success in your NCLEX. The questions are

harder than actual NCLEX. When I took my second NCLEX , i felt the questions were easier than

this book so I have no problem to answer NCLEX and I passed with 75Q. I also like how the book

put the alternate format questions other than multiple choice. Because you have to used to this type

of questions. if you don't have time to finish the book just make sure to do all the practice test at the

back of the book. Those questions were very helpful for me during my NCLEX. Overall great books

much better than saunders. Must have to pass NCLEX. From 265Q to 75Q and passed because of

this book.

This is absolutely the best book to study from! I took my NCLEX twice before I bought this book. I

got this book and did a few out of each section and did two of the comprehensive tests at the back

and passed with minimum questions on the NCLEX. I am a RN now!!! I would absolutely

recommend this book to anyone!!! I would put all other books aside and study from this one alone!!!!



This book is simply amazing and SOOOO HARD! But you need to prepare yourself for the hardest

questions to be able to pass successfully. I only did the comprehensive exams in the back and that

was enough. I felt over prepared after this book, even tho I was only scoring in the 60s. Score

doesn't matter, you want to expose yourself to as many questions as possible before diving into the

NCLEX. THIS AND Saunders Q&A book ( did whole book) had me so ready... I passed with 75q

and left smiling.

This book was hands-down the best resource I used to prepare for the NCLEX. Lots of people were

getting the Kaplan, but due to the cost and emphasis on strategy, I decided to go a different route

and ended up getting the Lippincott instead. The questions are consistently high-quality, and very

similar to what you'll see on the actual test. Make sure you study FAITHFULLY from this book (and I

mean at least 70-100 questions a night-- start jacking it up to 150-200 near test day), even though

your scores will shatter your confidence a little bit, haha. That's what it's designed to do- keep you

on your toes and get you used to answering the kinds of questions that will be expected of you---

especially if you are above the passing line!Thousands of questions come with the book, and it can

be exhausting sometimes, especially when your scores do not seem to reflect the kind of work that

you're putting in (my scores were consistently in the high-60s/low-70s), but it will increase your

mental endurance and REALLY prepare you for the test. I just passed the NCLEX on my first try

with 75 questions, and I can't think of any resource that was more valuable to me than this book

right here.

This book helped me pass my NCLEX! This is a challenging book my opinion but don't be

intimidated if you started with a very low score. This helped me to process my knowledge in nursing

in a different perspective and it did helped me a lot to improve or be better on answering questions! I

passed my NCLEX one take. I highly recommend this book as part of your NCLEX studying

materials!

i used this book for about 2 weeks to study for nclex (i took it on june 17 2013). i thought these

questions were really good and difficult, making for good practice. the only thing is i didn;t have

enough time to use all the tests. overall great resource. comes with a disk too.
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